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The world is an event composed of events, where the environment, materials, 

objects and bodies are in a dance, making forms, making space, making 

time: rhythmic, fast, and slow, in a flight, to what is not-yet and is about to 

happen. Being is relational  –  my work is situated in this ongoing improvised 

transformation.

There are no bottom layers, no bottom particles, no fixed beginning or end, 

everything is a process. 

I make marks through movement  –  materials as sound, water, topology, and 

moving bodies are my trigger  –  what is continuous and active, becomes 

part of my piece. Weight, size, surfaces and temperature, and the abstract: 

duration and perception intrigue me. I use them as a source for play to 

have one body activate another: water pushes sand, sand holds pigment, 

water dissolves, mylar marks. Wood is warm and cracks, metal echoes. By 

assembling these events, visual and physical triggers activate multiple senses: 

spatiality, balance, texture, color, scale, mobility, and immobility. 

We are all emergent bodies in an active space that is fluid and temporal. The 

present is both a reaction to the past and a potential for the future. We are in 

a dance, rhythmic, in a flight, to the moment that is about to happen. 

[11]



We are part of a complex evolving system: reality, 
where bodies emerge and move in multiple 
directions, always in relation, creating pathways 
and networks, making one continuous event. 
Each individual movement is unique and never 
repeats  – but happens as a reaction to a previous 
one. Past and future are in every moment of the 
present. Henri Bergson (1859–1941) calls this 
process of transformation Reality is Becoming. 
In Bergsonian terms, no part of reality is fixed 
or given, but is a “reality-as-becoming”, where 
multiple processes contribute to the becoming 
of one event.1 The individual is not an individual 
by itself, but is a product of the process of 
individuation: the individual is becoming in a 
relation to other individuals. 

Becoming is a collective process. 

I have chosen the ongoing active transformation 
of the world as my lab. Our experience of the 
world is fluid, landscapes change and have no 
boundaries, water moves between materials, rocks 
create partitions – together, they make space and 
choreograph us. We are moving-sensing bodies, in 
an incomplete transitional space.

When the work arises from this mode of being, it 
leads to a very particular form of making, where 
what can be applied to the work is applied to 
the space and the viewer. As a reaction to an 
event, the work becomes a process with no 
fixed beginning or end. This process-based 
approach to making puts the viewer in the role 
of an explorer - to see the work, one has to 
become part of the work. The viewer moves as 
the work suggests, and allows activating senses 
like navigation, spatiality, balance, touch, and 
vision as movement. Movement happens in the 
work because things are in relation. Movement 
happens because the work is temporary. 
Movement happens because vision becomes 
rhythmic and durational. 

EMERGENCE: EVENTS

In Process and Reality, Alfred North Whitehead 
(1861–1947) states: “Things are at work in process. 
Processes come to be an event because of their 
influence to one another.” In his book Semblance 
and Event, Brian Massumi, continues on 
Whitehead's idea and talks about the experience 
of the passing. To experience an event is to 
experience the passing. Practices of art that 
are relational and event-oriented are referred 
to as the “occurrent arts”. Massumi places the 
“occurrent arts” in activist philosophy: "Activist 
Philosophy, always begins in movement and 
never stops moving. Activist Philosophy arises 
from the subject-object relation, where movement 
is primary to form, subject and object. There is 
neither object, nor subject: there is only event."2 

[12]



“Standing is not still. The body is moving with 
gravity, balancing, keeping from falling”4, said Steve 
Paxton, an American experimental dancer and 
choreographer. In our movements we use the 
surfaces and the weight of the body, using gravity, 
balancing, pushing, and weighting, to come to a 
continuous sense of improvised being.  

Form is continuously forming. I have applied this 
to building/making, using the relation to come 
to a form-to-movement through improvisation. 
Thinking-forward in making means moving with 
the material, moving with its grain. Tim Ingold 
calls this process Thinking Through Making. 
Creativity in life processes lies into reading 
creativity forward, which means joining with 
the movements, with the material, with the 
awareness, and such feeling forward, Ingold 
calls it a process of improvisation. In Thinking 
Through Making, nothing is ever finished, but 
it's on its way to becoming something else. 
Creativity, per Ingold, lies in improvisation, 
rather than in innovation.5

Moving to Make: [Improvisation]

Line is the moving.
  Line is duration. 
     Line is past, present and future. 
Line is experience.
                                                         Line is a direction.
                                                                  Line is a force, a trigger.

        To think forward is to move, mark, make, is to make an event. 

Line is Movement 

“Duration is measured by the trajectory of a body in motion and that mathematical time is a line.” 3

Henri Bergson.

[14] [15]



In nature, multiple speeds of movement go in 
multiple directions, self-choreographing, creating 
one continuous event. Nature outgrows itself;  it’s 
spontaneous, making and forcing space to happen. 
When weather patterns change, landscapes change. 
There are no rules, only forces. 

Nature: an improvised architectural space
[a self-generating movement machine] 

I am interested in the incidental movements 
caused by forces in nature, specifically those 
that are close to ruled/urban environments. In 
late 2014, during Phase I of the project When 
a tree falls, the sky falls, I documented events 
in parks like fallen trees, emerging tree roots 
against man-made lines, blocks of asphalt in the 
middle of a grass field, and others. I questioned 
the divide between the imposed organization 
of movement and one that happens because 
of forces in nature. In parks, the movements of 
both bodies (humans) and bodies of nature (trees, 
grass, rocks) are maintained and enforced. They 
are static and composed. When an isolated 
event like a fallen tree happens, nature makes a 
shift in the way of moving. Pathways become an 
observation point, and the space between trees 
encourages moving-through. The park visitor 
becomes aware of gravity, weight, distance, and 
temporality. 

[16]



When a tree falls, the sky falls, 2014, Unami Park, Cranford, NJ

While working in the park, I thought about 
Whitehead’s idea on the consequences of 
movement: How can past transformation become 
future potential? 6 How can we extend the act of 
falling to tumbling, sliding, breaking, crumbling? 

[18] [19]



When a tree falls, the sky falls, 2015,  
Montclair, NJ

Later in 2015, I continued this project in a forest 
hill area in Montclair, New Jersey. A forest was a 
different setting from a park. Fallen trees were 
everywhere, crossing each other, partitioning 
and making pathways. A staircase was cutting 
through the forest, allowing for transition and 
multiple viewpoints, and acting as a rule for a 
way of walking. The dialogue between the ruled 
and unruled environment was present. 



As the visitor would start walking up or down 
the stairs, change in the landscape arrived as a 
large bright blue form inserted in a relation to a 
fallen tree. Vision as movement was activated, 
as well as the sense of spatiality, depth, and the 
action of falling. Working between nature and 
the transitional space (the staircase), the work 
was engaging the disengaged viewer.

[22]



Durational viewing revealed more forms: painted 
branches, sticks, paper tubes, and other forms 
made out of stained pleated fabric. Pigmented 
sand, crumbles of dried pigment, and small 
broken branches activated focused (zoomed-in) 
looking. 

I related this way of finding to the analogy of the 
mushroom hunter. In an active environment, the 
mushroom hunter has to focus on one particular 
event, one mushroom, or a cluster of mushrooms. 
By focusing on the event, the hunter keeps this 
way of looking for a longer time. Blue spots start 

appearing in intended and 
unintended areas. A blue 
tape on a light fixture, or 
a blue garbage container 
would suddenly feel as if it’s 
part of the work. The world 
and the work merge, and 
the divide between imposed 
movement and movement by 
nature temporarily disappears. 

[24]



Over the course of 20 days, weather patterns 
interfered with the project, blurring the boundary 
between the forms and the landscape further. 
Snowing as the act of erasure and marking 
happened. Removal of snow and adding more 
pigment as an additive process followed. This 
type of dialogue between the work, the weather 
and myself, turned the project to be not for the 
person that would pass only once, but for the 
person who returns to the site. To see the whole 
event, the viewer had to come back every day. 

[26]







Humans are goal oriented fast movers. The key 
to our activation is change. Ironically, we work 
towards stasis. When change does happen, 
our relationship to it is fast and temporary. 
Temporality in urban spaces happens not only 
because of outside forces, but also because the 
human force as movement: the speed of our 
vision, our transition from one place to another, 
and our multiple orientations. Human activity 
turns urban areas into transitional spaces.

Urban Areas: transitional spaces
[in and out spaces] 

Moving in Penn Station, 2014 - Present
Proposition for relational space making

As the gate is being announced, the participants 
walk fast focusing on one task: reaching the 
gate. As their bodies navigate the available 
space, space is being constantly moved and 
generated. The participant is disconnected from 
the surrounding and makes and rides the new 
space generated. 

[32]



Relational thinking arises as a result of the idea that reality is a 
process, where everything is relational and everything starts as an 
event. To think relationally means to identify two with one another.

EMERGENCE: EVENTS: What is ACTIVE, OCCURRENT
[space, material, bodies, objects, sound]

Space is Movement, Material is Movement

Materials have their own grain that is a pre-con-
dition for movement to happen. It's the measure 
given. Landscapes form as water moves, forces, 
cuts, makes. Humans build, the world partitions  
–  roads, pathways, lines, directions form. Space 
and body are in continuous shifting dialogue.8 

We are in relation with others, we choreograph, 
as we are thinking-forward, improvising, making. 

John Cage: Interpenetration: Each object holds a center, each object penetrates the other, everything is affected by everything.7

Sound  [sound is location]

In her book, Relationscapes: 
Movement, Art, Philosophy, 
Erin Manning refers to 

music as the accelerator: “Music leads to urgency, 
music is the accelerator” 10. I have explored sound 
as a trigger for movement, and the relationship 
between our body and sound. Listening for 
me, has always been more of a corporeal 
experience rather than an acoustic one. I 
mapped sounds in nature and live concerts, 
exploring how body-sound coupling happens. 
How do body and sound fold, move and mark? 
In nature, I mapped the movements of the 
ocean waves, at times looking and at times 
listening. The sound of water had trajectory and 
location. Location meant a place, a point in time, 
a direction, a trigger, a distance, a place of arrival 
and departure. Location meant time: duration 
as experience. 

Everything has perception  
[acoustics of objects] 

Every material comes with its 
own perception; I call it The 
Acoustics of Objects. When 
working with moving-with-sound, I started 
relating each particular sound to a material: 

· Piano sound mark is made with something 
soft, fluid (as water)
· Male voice mark is made with a round pointy 
brush
· Bass sound mark is made with a dull material 
(pressed leather or rubber)

While observing a whole composition, sound 
materialized in: silk, fish thread, water, soft brush, 
more water, drops of water and oil, soft and dull 
scratching/body movement, underlining  it all is 
water, soft rocks, soft waves, and wind. When 
the sound of piano is water, and bass sound is 
leather, materials and sound share the same 
properties in senses. Material and sound are 
actively participating in choreographing space 

with their volume, texture, surfaces, and  
weight. When sensing happens at multiple 
levels: material can be heard, and sound 

can be felt. 

Standing is not still. 
Stillness is always on it’s way to movement9

Erin Manning. 

we are moving, sensing

reality = process

everything is relational 

becoming is collective

everything has perception

material is movement

reality = becoming

sound is movement

space is movement

Choreographing Objects

"...And so it is with the choreographic object: 
it is a model of potential transition from one 
state to another in any space imaginable", 
notes William Forsythe and also compares  

the choreographic object to the musical score as 
a potential of perceptual phenomena to instigate 
action. "A choreographic object, or score, is by 
nature open to a full palette of phenomenological 
instigations because it acknowledges the body as 
wholly designed persistently to read every signal 
from its environment...A choreographic object is not 
a substitute for the body, but rather an alternative 
site for the understanding of potential instigation and 
organization of action to reside,11 continues Forsythe. 

The dialogue between the two objects is where 
choreography happens. How does one object 
activate another? What are its active movements 
and acoustics, how does the object cross space, 
partition, divide, change? 

Nature is an improvised architectural space, a 
self-generating movement machine.

Urban Areas are transitional.

ENVIRONMENTS, OBJECTS, MATERIALS, BODIES everything is an event

IN RELATION

WE ARE MOVING-SENSING

[34]



Relational movement means moving the relation. It’s 
an ongoing process, a transformation, where there 
is no climax, no turning point, no beginning or end. 
What moves in relational movement, is the relation, 
the space in between. This is what flickers, dances. 

Duration is our experience of moving from 
point A to point B. Henri Bergson’s idea of 
duration talks about time as mobility. Time is 
what happens, and what causes everything 
to happen. In his book Creative Mind, Bergson 
states: “When we evoke time, it’s the space that 
answers our calls.”12

Urban Camping, 2014

space is movement

[36]



In Urban Camping, I was dealing with a small 
room with a very specific way of movement 
assigned to it: an in and out movement. The 
work arrived as a reaction to the measures 
given: the size of the room, the leftover marks 
from previous projects, and the ceiling structure. 
Materials as white and fluorescent pink Mylar 
stripes, tree logs, pleated fabric, sand, black 
tulle, wood dust, plaster, black pigment, nylon, 
and lumber were engaging with the space by 
wedging, leaning, balancing, hanging, sticking, 
draping, pulling, tracing, scratching, stretching, 
pushing, filling, pouring, breaking, clipping, 
squeezing, crumbling, taping, and tying. Three 
working lights were illuminating the work, 
acting as a mark maker rather than a spot light.
 
The way of moving was limited, at times 
claustrophobic, the viewer he had to lift his foot 
to skip over a piece of lumber, squeeze   between 

the objects  –  by scratching plaster and removing 
part of the work, the body was being painted on 
at the same time. A circular pattern on the floor 

was repeating what was already there on the 
ceiling. This floor-to-ceiling relation introduced 
a vertical movement in the room, continued 
by wrapped Mylar strips around the exposed 
pipes in the ceiling. In a scaffolding style, thin 
lumber pieces were building an architectural 
structure, starting by balancing on tree logs and 
the wall, and then building up to the top. The 
light fixtures were meant to reveal, and open 
up space. Thinking about the phenomena of 
our perception and reality always being partial, 
tiny Mylar clippings were carefully arranged to 
hang inside the pleated fabric and continued 
as a pattern on the wall, forcing the viewer to 
zoom in to small marks, and zoom out to larger 
gestures in the room. The piece was meant 
to unfold, as the viewer is moving through it. 
The wall and the floor were materials, not a 
boundary. A scratch and peel pattern that was 
already on the wall was continued revealing the 
fluorescent pink color under the top layer of 
gray paint. 

Urban Camping, 2014
Office Space, Finley Hall, 
Montclair State University, Montclair, NJ. 

[39]



Space sketch, Urban Camping, 2015

[40]





Multiple geometric forms building upwards 
make the main gallery in this restored Ottoman 
bath: starting from the floor as a square, to an 
octagonal shape (dome rim), to a square (light 
fixture), ending into a circle (dome). Vision 
crosses the space diagonally going from and 
to each one of the four corners that are the 
focus (stop) points, enhanced by small quarter 
domes. Vision also circulates around the walls 
of the gallery, and the dome. The space is 
intersected by natural light coming through the 
many circular dome windows. The angle of the 
light changes with the location of the sun during 
the day. Being in this active geometric space, 
the viewer is in a stasis. 

Dance: Art :: A Formula, 2014
Gallery AMAM, Gevgelija, Macedonia

“Music, Dance, Time”, 2014, Acrylic on Mylar and Iron Frame, 500cm x 51cm,197” x 20”.
 Total drawing length: 100 feet. 



Geometric forms made the building feel centering 
and stable, in what was otherwise an unstable 
moment: the crumbling of the walls due to 
moisture. I took this as the first event, and the 
next step was changing the way the viewer moves 
through the space, making pathways to cut 
through the space using Mylar, fabric and painted 
branches. Water pushed pigment on the Mylar 
drawings, thread stretched and pulled the fabric  
–  in parts creating dense and short movements, 
and in parts long and stretched. The work took 

over the space between the floor and the horizon 
line (removing the dome from being the dominant 
form), making pathways that were very close to 
a body height. To pass and see, the viewer had 
to confront something of his or her own body 
size. Combining drawing and pathways, the work 
engaged the viewer in a looking-moving activity. 
The 100-foot sound-and-time based drawing 
installed in the middle of the entrance, extended 
the time to get to the main gallery.

[46]



MOVING TO MAKE: 
[Making an Improvised Architectural Space] 

How do we make an improvised architectural 
space using the different ways of moving? 
What are the ways to cross space? What are the 
moving limits of a body-material? 

“How do you make the biggest movement, out of 
the smallest movement? “ 13

Merce Cunningham

[48]



Stack, Wrap, Stretch, Drape,  
Climb, Suspend, 2014
Index Art Center, Newark, NJ

At Index Art Center in Newark, 
NJ, I was interested in the area 
between the two columns 
standing in the middle of the 
gallery. I explored the different 
ways to move from left to 
right, and from the floor to the 
ceiling. I used seventeen chairs 
from the gallery and fabric to stretch the time 
we need to move from point A to point B, 
thinking about Bergson's idea: When we evoke 
time, it’s the space that answers our call. Fabric 
was draping over the HVAC system that was 
extending throughout the gallery ceiling and 

was wrapped around the columns, engaging the 
rest of the gallery space and starting a floor to 
ceiling relation. Chairs were stacking, balancing 
and weighting on other chairs, pressing the 

fabric, stretching it, and making 
open spaces for the fabric to 
weave through. The participant 
was able to walk through the 
piece and sit on three chairs. 
While sitting on chair one, one 
participant is sitting alone and 
is in relationship to the work. In 

another part of the piece, two participants can 
sit across each other, at a distance that is close 
enough to be in relation, but not close enough 
to hear each other. A person would have to 
either raise their voice, bend, or move the chair, 
and with that move-with-the-work. 

[50] [51]



Breathe, Crumble..., 2014 
10’x24’, Floor Installation,  
The James Ward Mansion, Westfield, NJ

Material is movement. Water moves pigment, 
sand holds water, plaster crumbles. The pleated 
pattern in the paper forces the water to move 
up or down. I force a left to right flow by over-
watering, going against the grain. When dry, 
with every little fold or lift, the piece crumbles, 
changes. When the work is situated in this 
mansion, the relationship between the esthetics 
of the work as temporal and fragile and the space 
that represents class and capital appear. How are 
the poetics of the work changing the space, what 
are they activating. How are the two in opposition 
and in a close relation at the same time?

material is movement

[53]



My sound explorations began with attending live 
concerts and making experimental direct linear 
drawings, mapping the folds and stretches of 
my body as they were happening as a result of 
moving-with-sound. The initial drawings looked 
like subterranean water maps, and consisted of 
a continuing line swirling over and over again, 
sometimes stretching and filling up the whole 
paper. Later, the way of drawing changed, it 
became more "filtered" and indirect by the use of 
materials like neon twine, home made brushes, 
traced projected dance performances, (of my 
own). All these made for new mark making. 

SOUND EXPLORATIONS  
[sound is location]

Sound folds

[54]



When introduced to weather patterns, the 
drawings were exposed to new actions like 
erasure. Nature gave the work a new continuum.

[57]



Mapping the sound of ocean waves, 2013

Moving-with, Moving-with: Listening, moving, mapping, 2013

[58]



Moving-with-sound, 2014 
(moving-with Gimme 9, Tavche Gravche),  
Art Factory, Paterson, NJ

As the drawings grew in length due to time, 
they were folded to form openings to invite for 
walking around the piece, engaging the  viewer 
in a participatory viewership. The drawings in 
their overall shape look like Japanese scrolls, 
but they have no recognizable content. They 
are a mark of body -sound coupling. 





"To my surprise,  I found that dancers who had 
skated when they were children and some of 
them quite well, couldn't roller skate now because 
of their dance training. They froze, and it was 
very awkward. They needed a kind of abandon 
to actually do it. 

YOU SEE IN THEIR THINKING, 
DANCERS HAVE AN ONGOING 
DIALOGUE BETWEEN 
THEMSELVES AND THE FLOOR, 
AND I HAD PUT WHEELS 
BETWEEN THEM AND THE 
FLOOR. THEY COULDN'T HEAR 
THE FLOOR ANY MORE AND 
THEIR MUSCLES DIDN'T KNOW 
WHERE THEY WERE. "

Robert Rauschenberg,  
in conversation with Richard Kostelanetz, 196814

With Floor, 2015
space, material, sound, objects, bodies
Montclair State University, Montclair, NJ. 

we are moving, sensing

[65]
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Conversation with Robert Whitman, April 29th, 2015. 
On the occasion of Swim, Soundies, and on the experience. 
Conversation with the artist. New York City.

by Irena Pejovic

I.P. Since I was a part of Swim, I related to it as a 
performer. I also thought about the experience 
of the audience. And one thing that really 
intrigued me in Swim was the pace and the 
rhythm of the piece; it was continuous, almost 
like a heartbeat, it felt as if the word Echo was 
repeating. I kept on thinking about ebb and flow 
in the sequence of events, is this something 
that when making, sequencing and timing the 
events, is this something you were thinking 
about – the natural ongoingness in things?
 
R.W. I don’t think, let’s see, I mean, thinking is 
very dangerous. So if you just rely on intuition, 
which is what I fancy. Somebody did ask me the 
question about the sequence. And he put it in 
another way, he said, what would your younger 
self think of this piece? And, my younger self 
might have thought that it’s a little organized, 
a little too organized. This piece does have a 
kind of a natural sequence in some parts. For 
example, the sound of the washing machine...
the washing machine goes into the sound of the 
echocardiogram, the sound of the heart - the 

way they sound is very similar, and 
that went into the song Echo. It’s not 
necessary that you have it necessarily 
in that sequence, you could have the 
song in the beginning, and I don’t think 
it would have made any difference in 
the perception of the piece to tell you 
the truth.
 
I.P. I felt that the rhythm of Echo was 
present in the beginning because 
when I was walking, I was walking with 

Robert Whitman is an outstanding American artist, born in 1935, whose seminal and continuing works are non-narrative, 

imagistic theater pieces. His theater works are rich in visual and aural images, incorporating performers, film, video, 

slides, sound, and evocative props in environments of his own making. Beginning in the 1960s, Whitman has presented 

more than forty theater pieces in the United States and abroad. He has had numerous one-person exhibitions of his 

sculpture and installation in leading galleries and museums worldwide.

Whitman was one of the ten New York artists, who, participated in the performance series, 9 Evenings: Theatre & 

Engineering, in 1966, and was a co-founder of Experiments in Art and Technology, a foundation that provided artists 

with access to technology. He has continued to collaborate with engineers and scientists on installations and works that 

incorporate new technology, including lasers, advanced optics, and most recently, specialized programming for video 

cell phones. 

His most recent performance work is Swim, designed for both blind and sighted audiences, held at PeakPerformances, 

Montclair State University.
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Irena Pejovic in Swim, A Theater Piece by Robert Whitman, © Robert Whitman, Photo Credit: Ann Marie and Brian Williams

listening to the material

[70] [71]

the human - a force of nature

the human - as a weather pattern

event-ing



the rhythm of the Echo, the rhythm of the piece.
 
R.W. Yes, and the swimming.
 
I.P. Was swimming and water something that 
started off the project, the act of swimming, or 
water as a fluid type of event?
 
R.W. Well, you know, people think about such 
things, are free to observe such things. The way 
you are doing. That’s not my job. [Laughter]
 
I.P. A few people that were close to me commen- 
ted that there was anticipation, but I felt that 
when there was waiting (and maybe anticipation) 
there was another event happening. When the 
coffee maker reached the stage, the smell of 
freshly brewed coffee was there, there wasn’t 
really waiting. And then there was the event of 
the water boiling on the stove.
 
R.W. My view is not objective. If I am sitting 
there myself watching this, I would say, when is 
that damn tea pot going to make its noise. I am 
very happy in the way it happens, there is some 
personal anxiety that has to do with me as a guy 
who made the piece. But it has nothing to do 
with the piece, kind of.
 
I.P. When walking and doing the tasks in Swim, 
you asked us to perform the tasks as if we would 
do them in our everyday walking/doing.
 
R.W. Ok, yes, correct. I did not realize I’ve said 
that. I always say things like that.

I.P. I thought that was very interesting for the 

piece, because within this kind of timed piece, it 
seemed that that was the open-ended part, the 
speed of the performer was contributing to the 
natural pace of the piece.
 
R.W. I usually try to keep it on that natural level 
of doing a job. I am trying to think of it, even if 
the job is weird, abnormal, kind of keep it that 
way.
 
I.P. It didn’t feel forced. How is important is it 
that the viewer is experiencing something that 
is an everyday task?
 
R.W. You know, I don’t know. The thing is this 
is this piece. In other pieces, I’ve had totally 
different kinds of movement; they are more 
physical or different. The piece before it that I did, 
at Montclair State University (Passport)... there 
were couple of sections for example, at the back 
of the stage... part of the task was bringing into 
a place a kind of wall of cardboard boxes, and 
in a certain point, performers jumped through 
the boxes – that’s a more expressionistic kind 
of movement. I am trying to think about other 
activities in that piece that would be different.
 
I.P.  The reason why I asked the question on the 
natural movement is because I was also trying 
to relate to the piece as a performer.
 
R.W. Right, well you know, for example in 
Passport, one of the images was somebody 
rowing a boat, a rowboat in the Hudson that 
was on fire.

 I.P. Yes, I saw that.

 R.W. Oh you did. Did you see it in a picture or 
a video?
 
I.P. I saw it in a photograph, and it looks really 
surreal.
 
R.W. Yes, he just rowed along as if this is an 
ordinary experience.
 
I.P. I am glad you said ordinary, which takes me 
to the non-ordinary experience, to Soundies. 
Soundies are now at Pace Gallery in New York. 
My experience of Soundies was an acute space 
of images. Once you enter, you think it’s a 
photography show, but then, the photographs 
are talking to me, to the other photographs, 
talking to the walls... expanding the notion of the 
space that the images take. And by the sound 
being present, not only that I am listening... 
by listening, my viewing is not limited, but it’s 
expanded.
 
R.W. Did you read the labels?
 
I.P. I did. Did the title Soundies come out of the 
images being maybe sonically evocative or out 
of the experience of the images along with the 
sound?
 
R.W. I thought about talking pictures, but these 
are not talking, they are not Talkies they are 
Soundies. So, they came up...Actually those were 
derived from doing the Swim piece, because 
in my consultation with Emilie Gossiaux, we 
were having lunch and this kind of thing always 
happens. So, I asked her would she be interested 
in what part of the menu, and I kind of read 

what was on the menu. Went through that, 
and then we discussed the program, maybe 
having a Braille section of the program. And 
she said, well you know, we don’t use Braille so 
much any more. And I said, really? And she said, 
no, I have my iPhone and I can take a picture 
and it will read it to me. So all of a sudden, I 
realized that I made the assumption that she 
could not read the menu. She could read the 
menu. So, I decided to make the labels in a way 
that somebody like herself, could visualize what 
the image was in the photograph. Or using a 
description as a guide, visualize some other 
image in their own mind. You know, of course, 
this might sound no way with description, it will 
have to be a thousand pages long, to get the 
detail on the photograph or anything. This sort 
of, let someone who can’t see in the picture.
 
I.P. It was a really interesting experience, I didn’t 
want to leave. Most viewers that are coming in 
to see gallery shows are so fixated on vision 
being their only sense, and that’s (in a way) the 
only one that is working at the moment. I feel 
that’s the one sense that is working the most 
in our everyday lives. Everything else feels 
suppressed, or unconscious. But in Soundies, 
I was awakened, I could finally see better…by 
listening.
 
RW: I’ve done a few pieces, they are kind of 
installed, but nobody sees them very much. But 
one piece I did, if you can believe this in 1963, I 
shot four people sitting around the table.
 
I.P. What is the name of the piece?
 

RW: It was called Inside-out. And one photo from 
the top... and the idea was to project on the four 
walls, opposite. So that the four people would 
be opposite of each other. Now in 1963, nobody 
had 5 projectors, it would have been really 
messy. It never got shown until, 5 or 6 years ago. 
So, what I did then, was, I made into two pieces. 
The 1963 piece, which was silent, and the latter 
one, I called all the people in the original one, 
some 40 years later, and spoke to them on the 
telephone in such a way that you have the sense 
of passing in these four years. So that became 
the sound that went with the images of the 
people. And it was kind of interesting... the funny 
thing is that some of the people were exactly 
the same, as if they were originally. Actually 
they were almost mostly exactly the same. Out 
of the four people that I photographed, one was 
Susanna De Maria, who was at time married to 
Walter De Maria. Another was Simon Forti, who 
at that time I was married to, one of the guys was 
John Vaccaro who because a director a teacher 
in theatre and so forth, and the other guy Larry, 
died, so I asked John what happened to Larry, 
and he gave me the story what happened to 
Larry.
 
Do you know who the people are?
 
I.P. I know Simon Forti, and I actually read a lot 
about her, and watched videos of her talking 
about being part of your work. She was in 
American Moon?
 
RW: Yes. Well Susanna, stayed the same, kind 
of, sweet, beautiful, naive that she was, and 
this is somebody that worked with some the 

weirdest people that walked the face of the 
earth, like Andy and Jack Smith. [Laughter], she 
still stayed the same. One of the things she says 
in the recording: Oh, when I was one of Andy’s 
thirteen beautiful women, all I could do is smoke, I 
was so... I think she would use the word envious, 
of Cindy... she managed a tear. That is exactly 
Susanne.
 
I.P. In terms of the visitor in Soundies, if the 
visitor is perceiving the piece with multiple 
senses, for example, listening and looking...I 
was also navigating by listening, because one 
sound would kind of drag me one way…another 
the other way.
 
R.W. Aha.
 
I.P. ...and then I would see an image, and say 
to myself, oh I want to see that image, and how 
come the leaves are silent, and I would go closer 
to them, and hear the sound of the leaves being 
pushed around. We use the word viewer, but 
this is such an interactive piece, what am I, as 
far my experience, am I the visitor...what am I?
 
R.W. Yeah, I find, that’s a peculiar word. So, I 
would have used the audience myself.
 
I.P. That’s something I have been thinking 
about, if the viewer is activating other senses, 
it’s not really looking, only, at least.
 
R.W. Well, even in, I would hope that, even in a 
regular museum, with full of paintings, it’s not 
limited to viewing, it’s experiencing, and thinking 
maybe. Although, as I say, I find thinking to be 
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of a great danger of the apprehension of art. 
Rationalization is not where you want to be, 
you want to apprehend the piece in the place of 
yourself that you can’t reach by thinking. That’s 
something.
 
I.P. That’s really beautifully said. I do want to 
make a comment on technology, because you 
started the Experiences in Art and Technology. 
What were some of the concerns that you had 
about technology and art and how they relate?
 
R.W. Well, I was like, they gave me a credit, ask 
Julie Martin. I asked Julie, how come Bob and 
Billy decided that I should be one of them? 
She did not give me a direct answer. But I have 
been working with engineers to solve problems 
that Billy directed me to before the whole thing 
required a name, so my idea, basically is, if you 
have a problem that you can’t solve, I mean..
some guy is just smart enough how to figure out 
their own problems. But that’s not me. I would 
go to someone smarter than myself, that knew 
more about materials to solve the problem.
 
Some people are gifted and understanding, 
they are engineering, and maybe you call the 
engineering of the materials that they are using, I 
think David Tudor might have been one of those, 
who knew enough about circuits. I asked him 
once what was he doing, he said, I am playing 
the defects in the circuits.
 
I.P. What does that mean?
 
R.W. Yeah, I should have said, what the hell does 
that mean? I was too intimidated. And I didn’t.

I.P. You were quoted in one of the articles 
on Local Report called Faulty Transmission by 
Michelle Kuo. I am not sure if you remember it. 
So that’s where I kind of got stuck on technology, 
and the technology used in your work.
 
R.W. A good example, because I did not do 
anything, I just asked the guys who designed 
the systems, this is what I want to do, so they 
designed it, so all I had to do is push a button. 
[Laughter]
 
I.P. In Local Report, when the image becomes 
grained it’s described as the degradation of 
information. Michelle Kuo is describing the 
image: The projected image was brutally and 
beautifully low resolution, the extremely pixelated 
video rendered movement, halty and jumpy. 
And then you are saying: “the residue” is on the 
internet, as far as mail go, what’s going to linger, 
there is potential”
 
The way I took it, is that with the degradation of 
the image, because of the transmission through 
the technology as a medium, there is lingering 
of the piece, the piece never ends.
 
R.W. Ok well maybe. One of the things is that 
those phones are now in the realm of valuable 
antiques, and Nokia solved the problem how to 
get movement in the video, differently that they 
solved now. They have a changing frame rate and 
some decisions about that, to get the maximum 
clarity, if stuff speed up, it changes, I don’t know 
it was complicated, but that technology doesn’t 
exist anymore, period. They’ve got so much 
more sophisticated and better, I should not 

say better, because that is making a judgment 
about images...I mean who said images had to 
be sharp and clear, when did that come down? 
So, for me it worked out just fine.
 
I.P. I feel that when they are sharp and clear 
they are so fixated…
 
R.W. Well they are just different, they are 
another experience.
 
I.P. I want to mention the Palisade. The reason 
I looked up Palisade, first of all, is because you 
talked to me about the place.
 
R.W. The walking.
 
I.P. Yes, the walking. One interesting thing about 
the Palisade project is the way of viewing to the 
outside from the museum, and the use of the 
binoculars.
 
R.W. And the telescope, right.
 
I.P. I compared that to the way of looking to 
Soundies. If looking in Soundies is the enhanced 
looking, it feels like in both cases, the way of 
viewing is enhanced by activating other senses, 
like listening in Soundies, but here, it’s focused 
looking that brought you closer to the experience 
of the image.
 
R.W. Which catalog did you get?
 
I.P. I got the one where Julie wrote the 
introduction, and you have an interview with 
Barbara Rose. Why was it important that you 

establish that connection between the museum 
and the nature? You did that in Passport as well 
(between the theater and the outdoors).
 
R.W. I like the idea of the looking through 
the telescope. First of all, there were couple 
of things that happened, one is kind a like a 
tube, that goes through the space, so it’s like 
a linear tube...it’s a funny idea, a line that is 
going through, a line that is going from one 
place to that place, and when you are looking 
through the tube, you are separated from the 
environment that you are in, where those were 
filled with slide projections, and maybe some 
continuous film... Now, the reason I asked is 
because I made another catalog, which was 
me walking around up there and just taking 
pictures of stuff that I found in the woods.
 
I.P. What were the photographs of?
 
R.W. There was more than just that, there were 
couple of bridges, some rocks, some crashed, 
stuff from the road. You know when I drove by 
the Palisade Parkway the other day, I thought 
oh my goodness gracious, if the things that I 
was talking about and you go now today, that’s 
a long time ago...and I have not been there in a 
long time.
 
I.P. In the catalog you are making a comment 
on film, the film being used for architecting 
space, a film is flattening the image, but in your 
case, film is the expansion of space.
 
R.W. I don’t always project on a flat surface, it’s 
more fun not to in a way. It happened some, 

in this last piece, there wasn’t too much of that, 
except in the spinning screen, which rotated the 
image, made it look a little strange and different.
 
I.P. It definitely made it feel more alive, it was a 
video image that was accompanied by sound... 
but it was really graceful in the way of moving. 
I was in the water and hosing a moving screen, 
which was a moment that brought a lot stronger 
experience than if I was working with a flat 
image. I think that relationship between myself 
and the screen...I was moving sort of with the 
hose, the water, with the speed of the screen, 
so yes, I was performing my task, taking in what 
was happening between the water and the 
screen. The water was splashing, there were 
just so many things happening at one moment, 
which was really nice.
 
R.W. Well, good! [Laughter].
 
I.P. You have said that what is important to 
you is the relationship between things, how 
things come together, for example in Palisade, 
there is the relationship between the museum 
and the outside, there is the experience of that 
relationship. In Swim, it’s the experience of the 
relationship between one event and another 
and the events within the events.
 
R.W. Well, the idea is, that’s how the overall 
image is defined, through these different parts. 
And they might relate to each other, talk to 
each other, so you get the overall image...in the 
experience.
 

Notes: 

* Swim, A Theater Piece by Robert Whitman  
March 26–29, 2015, Alexander Kasser Theater,  
Montclair State University 

* Soundies, Robert Whitman, Soundies,  
April 02, 2015 – May 02, 2015,  
Pace Gallery, 32 East 57th Street, New York, NY 10022

* Palisade, A work by Robert Whitman,  
February 3 - March 25, 1979,  
Hudson River Museum, Yonkers, NY.

* Local Report, Live Performances from 2005
Hawley Lane Plaza | Trumbull, CT, July 29th
Kohl’s Plaza | Holmdel, NJ, August 5th
Liberty Square Center | Burlington, NJ, August 12th
Kingston Center | Kingston, NY, August 19th
Northampton Crossings | Easton, PA, August 26th
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